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Lawcase with ICC against NL

Barack Obama & Hillary Clinton,

In 2008   you received information about my lawcase against the Dutch supreme court, parliament 
Balkenende & Co and municipal Bloemendaal with the International Criminal Court.
Since 1 may 2007, both - Balkenende & ICC - hide this case for the rest of the world, while the file is 
published on the web. Nl should have had New Elections for parliament sonce 1 may 2007.

Today,  I send you my signed letters of 8 august 2008  and 20 november 2008    forwarded to the 
presidents of Russia, Jordan & Portugal.  Their respons.  Iran recognises my ICC-case and works with my 
sites.  These letters explain that ICC is a lobby- & assasinationcentre.  
More evidence is published on Presidents'Office on my sites.

FBI has also informed you on my ICC-case against MP Jan Peter Balkenende and other MPs.

23 jan 2009
Interpol builds war together with ICC:

● FBI & Interpol received identical letters on the fact that ICC is corrupt.
Interpol is an EU-police-corps, meaning that they have to work with our NL– & EU-courtsystems. 

● Ronald K. Noble of Interpol has to investigate on war-crimes committed by MPs from parliament 
Balkenende in The Hague.  According to our NL-constitution Balkenende & co should have left 
politics since 1 may 2007. Interpol may not close deals with NL anymore since that date.  
He also has to investigate on my evidence that proves ICC is partial to NL -  tortures & kills 
victums & witnesses with very dirty bureaucracy-games - .

But....
Interpol ignores me, although they read my sites.   I asked them to make clear: 
○ how Interpol proceeds on my evidence against Balkenende & Co; the Dutch supreme court 

works like a terrorist.
○ how Interpol is going to stop MPs of parliament Balkenende who should have been in ICC-

prison  for 'crimes against humanity' already.
○ how Interpol is going to protect my children and me, because war on Earth can only be 

minimalized when I stay alive and my case against NL is closed successfully for the people.
○ which deals Interpol has closed with ICC
○ how Interpol is going to protect police-officers or NGOs that work together with ICC, while 

Prosecutor mr Luis Moreno Ocampo and judges lie about everything to the world – causing 
war - .

○ how Interpol is going to educate the people of EU, for lawcase from a 1-person-toko until a 1-
persons-lawcase with ICC. Ronald K. Noble can stop discturbances in Greec within 2 weeks by 
educating those 20.000 overskiled lawyers overthere...,m but he doesn't. 

●  This week Interpol opens a new page on her website, proving that they work together with ICC 
= they search for war-criminals who need to be arrested for trail within ICC.

This means that Interpol works together with ICC 'as if its a fair court of law', while they ignore 
evidence that ICC tortures & kills victums and build war with lies. 
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● Thus Interpol: 
○ ignores ALL legal obligations when they have to protect the people against war-makers in 

parliaments 
○ ingores the fact that a Head of police in NL & Head of Prosecutor Haarlem – Police 

Kennemerland where I live – are  suspects/perpatrators in my ICC-case
○ ignore the fact that the new major of Rotterdam A. Aboutaleb is a suspect/perpatrator in my 

ICC-case now in charge of 100% security in mainport Rotterdam, an import-route for the rest 
of Europe.  Major Wim de gelder moved from Bloemendaal to Alphen aan den Rijn = same 
story.

○ support war-makers in NL & ICC in a powerful position
○ ingores the fact the EU & UN want ICC to be a Lobby-& assasinationcentre
○ ignores my warning: Afghanistan & Pakistan read my sites..., so educate them...

Sóóóóóó.......

What are you going to do next, dear Barack & Hillary...?

When I die before the ICC-case is closed fairly, Earth will be at war for 30 years longer.   

In the year 2039 planet Earth will be Oxigen-free. 
7 billion human bodies will explode slowly?

I do like USA to become a statemember of ICC, but only after you have cleansed that court.
Don't listen to Maxime Verhagen. Since he's aware of the fact that he will end up in ICC-prison one day, 
he started to sabotage national security & worlds'security on TWITTER = he talks to people who can be 
terrorists on the web... He doesn't work on serious jobs in  the Ministry of Foreign Affairs anymore.

 

NLFschool.com
I started with the building of a free-available Web-lawschool for kids between 12 – 22 years old.
They need to learn to read lawbooks, talk about it... and write letters for their 1-persons-toko until their 
1-persons-lawcase with ICC, against national dictators in their own country.

USA needs NLFschool.USA. 
So, find yourself  'a loonatic', like I am.... 
This is a person who has very little fundamental human rights due to unemployment, local poverty, 
mobbing civil servants of the municipal..., but who is smart and also wants to rescue lives of 'lawless 
kids'. Who is willing to do all the volunteers-work that comes with building this school from 
'Zero-point to President-office...'. 

Barack & Hillary.... Afghanistan & Middle-East trust me... Don't loose my trust.

Tell me what to do for national security overhere in NL & EU.

Have a nice inspiring day,  Desiree   


